Church Partnership Involvement
Adopt-A-Group - Weekly Snacks (Group or Individual Activity)

Volunteering to bring the snacks to our Connection Group meetings is a great way to serve
Caris clients. Since our Connection Groups begin around the dinner hour, most come
hungry (or with some fast food in tow) when they walk in our door – and so this is a great
opportunity to show some hospitality to them. We want them to feel welcome and
comfortable when they come. It is very similar to what you may do in your own home when
you have a friend over as a guest.
The volunteer(s) provides refreshments for the Group meetings. The amount of
refreshments needed may vary from week to week depending on how many women show
up. A variety of snacks also communicates to the women that you took the time to think
about them, and that they are important.

Adopt-A-Group- Meal Night (Group Activity)
This is a hospitality serve for a group, meant to show our clients that they have value and are
loved. It is a special time for these women to sit down and be served a warm meal while they
talk with the other women in the group. The volunteer team should also plan an activity or
game to spend time with the women in the group in a relaxed and social way. This also helps
the women bond with each other after the hard work they have been putting in during the
previous weeks of group.
• This evening volunteers are invited to stay for the entire group meeting, 5:30-7:00pm.
There is no counselor-led portion of group this evening.
• Feel free to work together with your church, small group, or any other group of people you
can recruit to help you host this meal. The ideal number of volunteers for this serve is 2-4.
• The meal will be served at the Caris site where the Connection group is held.
• The meal needs to arrive at the Caris site fully prepared. The meal can be as elaborate or as
simple as you and/or your group would like. Some examples of a meal are: a crock pot dish
like fajitas/tacos, an Italian meal (pasta, breadsticks, etc…), or something else of your
choosing.

Host a Baby Shower (Group Activity)

Supporting the women in our Connection Group by throwing them a baby shower is a very
tangible way that Christians can offer encouragement to women who often feel isolated
during this time.
As a baby shower host, you can work together with your church, small group, women’s
group, etc. to throw a shower for the eligible members of the Caris Connection Group at the
end of their 10-15-week session.
It is usually best for the clients if the shower is held at the Caris site because it is familiar to
them. The shower will be held at the normal group time: 5:30-7:00pm. This consistency
makes it easier on the clients to make arrangements to be there. The Connection group
facilitator will let you know how many women are eligible to receive gifts at the shower and
the sexes of the babies, if known!

Meet an Immediate Need (Individual Activity)
3:17 Connection
3:17 Connection is a Caris program inspired by 1 John 3:17 “But if anyone has the world’s
goods and sees his brother in need, yet closes his heart against him, how does God’s love
abide in him?”
This program connects our supporters to our clients in order to meet their everyday practical
needs. Partners can help by providing our clients with new or gently used baby items, which
includes but is not limited to strollers, car seats, and cribs. You can also assist clients by
providing groceries and a wide range of other practical needs. If you are interested in joining
the 3:17 Connection, please fill out the partnership form and you will be notified of any
current needs and you will be given the opportunity to respond accordingly.

Conduct a Diaper Drive (Group or Individual Activity)

Diapers and wipes are the most requested items at Caris. You can help by organizing a
diaper drive at your church or individually supplying Caris with diapers. We have had
individuals commit to sending a box of diapers each month to Caris, while we have had
churches sponsor larger diaper drives collecting thousands of diapers and wipes for Caris. If
this sounds like something that you would be interested in doing, please connect with us
today by filling out the partnership form.
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